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Background
 More, longer crises. Humanitarian crisis involving UN-coordinated response  

from 5.2 (in 2014) to > 9 years
 Global heating + environmental degradation   >>> more,  larger disasters 
 Response mechanisms unprepared to meet exponentially growing needs
 Infectious diseases (e.g. COVID-19) added complication 
 HNPW 21 UN OCHA Ronin Institute led Priority Topic Session, April 2021

 Break the panic-then-forget cycle; plan to respond to present/future medical threats
 Perform terror risk assessment 

 to safeguard people, including marginalised communities/minorities
 to minimize risks to humanitarian workers

Aim & Objectives

 Investigate AI MEDINT and M&S tech in support to decision-making in humanitarian 
operating theatre (protracted crisis settings).



Climate, Conflict and Migration Nexus

Abel et al., 2019 conceptual model – Few empirical studies in literature ….
…BUT …Countries mired in conflict cannot adapt to environament degradation

  



The Lake 
Chad Basin 
Crisis

 Outstanding example of present environment degradation 
trend (lake waters shrunk from 26,000 sq km to 1,500 sq km 
- almost 90% in 50 years)

 Ongoing conflict between Non-State Armed Groups -NSAG 
and military in Nigerian states Borno, Adamawa and Yobe 
and in regions of Niger, Chad and Cameroon
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STRENGTHS
 Humanitarian and health emergency clusters; increasing 

government participation
 Increasing data availability. Information and 

communication technology (ICT) for new capabilities 
development and evolution of existing ones:
o Advances of natural language processing methods 

and technologies
o Increasing capacity of open source sw development 

community 

WEAKNESSES
 Huge humanitarian needs, insufficient, unsustainable project 

funding, at gov. and intl. levels, including building 
infrastructure and technologies

 Several languages for communication
 Unavailability of healthcare data irrespectively of technology 

maturity levels
 ICT coverage/accessibility insufficient to reach people in most 

impacted regions

OPPORTUNITIES
 Infectious diseases may improve health inclusion
 Shifted attention to medical threats early detection and 

rapid and targeted response including deployment of 
drones and robotics

 Infrastructures to improve medical intel. Increasing 
investments in R&D for globally accessible information

 Lessons learned/expertise exchange  between sectors, 
humanitarians, GOs, NGOs, academia, industry

 UN CM-Coord for access for more contextual information
 Operationalize intel for  humanitarian security/health 

operational picture, including info on combatants and 
criminal entities, other hazards  

THREATS
 Unpredictable security situation, attacks on civilians/IDPs
 Infectious diseases reduce communities’ resilience leading to 

increased mortality
 Potential conflict with local authorities and for MEDINT 
 Conflict of interest for sharing info, knowledge and insights 

between local authorities and humanitarian organizations
 Prioritisation of local/private sector’s propitiation of 

information and knowledge over needs for open sharing for 
global good 

 Discrimination about real vs fake news 

New MEDINT Approach to Hum Security



N.E. Nigeria Hum Crisis 
Background

 On-going armed conflict affecting 
> 13 M people.  > 8.7 M in need of 
humanitarian assistance

 Women and children (W 53%, 
children 58%, M 47% )

 > 11-year long conflict  
exacerbated by COVID-19

 Pandemic impact  felt by 
government and humanitarian 
responders 



 Huge humanitarian needs, decreasing funding

 Access related issues to reach people in need

 Unpredictable security situation, active attacks on civilians 
(IDPs,  hum workers). 

 IDPs perceptions/misperceptions regarding COVID-19

 High levels of displacement including multiple and continuous 
displacements

 Camps over crowding and congestion

 Several languages 

 All key clusters/sectors active, good government participation

N.E. Nigeria 
Operational Context 



 Hybrid cross-lingual cognitive 
engine based on deep semantic 
or on ML/DL 

 Measuring sites for consistency, 
spread, meaning underlying 
language, logic versus 
emotional contexts, comparing 

 Stylometric analysis
 Transforms unstructured Real 

World Data (RWD), by capturing 
contextualised meanings of 
words and concepts. 
Understanding text in “the way 
people do” 

 Natural Language 
Understanding (NLU) to 
actionable intelligence

Expert.ai Medical Intelligence Platform (MIP)

surface – deep – dark web 



Geo Tagging

Document filtering by "Borno State" geo tag and the disease "Symptoms"



Extraction of Medical Entities

 Documents’ visualization by specific medical entities



Medical Taxonomies

Visualization of documents by specific medical taxonomies: International Press 
Telecommunications Council (IPTC) Taxonomy, Medical Subject Headings 
(MESH)  SNOMEDCT clinical vocabulary, readable by computers, COVID-19, ....



Economic Impact

Visualization of documents by specific categories in the economic domain



Statistics

SNOMED and MESH based diagrams referred to "Borno State"



Social and Emotional impact related to COVID-19 symptoms in Borno

Real-time monitoring 

 public opinion 
sentiment, > 70 
emotions  (fear,   
anxiety or hope, etc..)  

 their impact on local 
population.

Emotions and Sentiment Analysis



 A practical example:  
how to use MIP to 
enhance the analysis 
power given by 
SYNERGY simulation

Borno Scenario in MASA SYNERGY

 IDPs camps info gathered from official sources (gov., IOM, etc..) + those discovered 
by MIP ( i.e., name, location, maximum capacity, current occupancy, etc.)

 SYNERGY to analyse and work on logistics for those camps: food, water, shelter, 
security issues, etc. 

 The closer to the centre of 
the crisis, the more 
information is needed, in 
more detail, in real-time



 SYNERGY used as an analysis 
tool (delivery of vaccines 
through difficult access areas)

 
 Several itineraries were being 

investigated as means to 
deliver medical resources.

 
 MIP was configured to create 

alarms affecting the area, i.e., 
a terrorist attack,  blocked 
road, landslides, etc. 

Vaccines’ Delivery in difficult Access Area 

 SYNERGY for training or testing contingeny plans



 New intel alert received in 
SYNERGY from MIP

 An alarm discovered by MIP 
arrives and it is automatically 
processed and imported into 
SYNERGY

 The MIP alert contains the 
coordinates of the attack and 
they are used to mark the 
point over the map

MIP Alarm received in Access Area 



 As the MIP alert contains the 
coordinates of the attack, and 
the coordinates are showed 
over the map, the terrain is 
deemed too dangerous for 
land vehicles

 It is decided to deploy M600 
repurposed cargo drones, as 
delivery option to cover the 
last 10 km

Investigation of Itinerary to reach IDP Camp



 Documents  in English (tweets, rss, news) from open sources 
 Real humanitarian scenario
 Expert.ai MIP tested by IOM Field Staff
 Multiple information on similar subjects filtered to avoid fake news, high quality of 

pulled information, emotions ‘ prediction 
 Understand, Augment (process more information, faster, anticipate threats and 

acquire knowledge/insight from unstructured data).
 Automate intelligence cycle, from acquisition to deep analysis and dissemination
 Monitor in real-time
 MIP intel imported to MASA SWORD/SYNERGY constructive simulation for creation 

of disaster objects
 SYNERGY as analysis tool (limited access to remote communities, delivery, etc..)

Findings



Conclusions & Way Ahead

 AI supported MEDINT and M&S to support decision-making in humanitarian 
crises. Further research for IOM requirements (camp- level)

 NLU (un)structured contents from high quality data fusion inserted in simulation 
workflow 

 Enhanced Intelligence processes to reach "Information Superiority“ – the correct 
decision in due time slot

 To investigate MIP info delivery (key elements + geo) as JSON files to be 
processed automatically to SYNERGY 
 e.g., after receiving info on a blocked road, an obstacle can represent the 

blockage. 
 SYNERGY will take this info into account as it happens, when calculating 

routes.



Questions & Answers

Walter David, walter.david@ronininstitute.org 
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